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NEW QUESTION: 1
The administrator is troubleshooting availability issues on an
FCoE-based storage array that uses deduplication. The single
controller in the storage array has failed, so the

administrator wants to move the drives to a storage array from
a different manufacturer in order to access the data. Which of
the following issues may potentially occur?
A. The data may not be in a usable format.
B. The data may need a file system check.
C. The new storage array also only has a single controller.
D. The new storage array is not FCoE based.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the graphic, 00e0-fc99-9999 is a specific host MAC
address learned by a switch through ARP and the host changes
the IP address three times.
A. TRUE
B. FALSE
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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